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Abstract. The disappearance of the mushy region in a multidimensional one-phase
Stefan problem is discussed. In the case of a piecewise-smooth boundary of the do-
main and bounded initial-boundary data, sufficient conditions for the disappearance
of the mushy zone in a finite time are presented. For a C -smooth boundary and
appropriately smooth boundary data both necessary and sufficient conditions for the
mush to vanish are obtained. Possible behaviors of the transient phase for a two-
dimensional solution near a corner point of the domain are also investigated.

1. Introduction. It is well known that the enthalpy formulation of the Stefan prob-
lem, investigated first by Oleinik [12] and Kamenomostskaya [6], sometimes yields
the appearance of a finite region, entirely at the melting temperature. The nonlin-
ear heat equation degenerates in this zone, and the features of this degeneration
determine the behavior of the transient phase. The appearance of this transient
set was observed first in the numerical calculations by Atthey [1], and he also gave
it the name of "mushy region", widely used now. Meirmanov [8] and Primicerio
[13] proved that the enthalpy formulation of the Stefan problem in the presence of
internal heat sources with appropriate initial data yields a mushy region.

The evaluation of the lifetime of a mush has been initiated by Meirmanov [9] for
the one-dimensional Stefan problem. He proved that, provided some energy criterion
holds, the mushy zone disappears in a finite time. Otherwise, it exists for all times.
He obtained also a similar result for spherically-symmetric solutions of the Stefan
problem (Meirmanov [10]).

The first attempt to investigate the behavior of the mushy region in a multidimen-
sional two-phase Stefan problem was made by Rogers and Berger [14], They proved
that the mushy region does not increase in the homogeneous Stefan problem with
constant Dirichlet data and almost uniformly continuous initial data. These results
were generalized in [4] where it was shown that for an arbitrary bounded solution of
the Stefan problem, the mushy region is nonincreasing in time in the set-theoretical
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sense. This result holds for an inhomogeneous Stefan problem under some conditions
on the behavior of the heat source in the mushy region.

The measure of the mushy region in the one-phase multidimensional Stefan prob-
lem has been estimated by Gustafsson and Mossino [5] with the help of a refined
technique of isoperimetric inequalities, by assuming a constant temperature 8 on
each of the two connected components of the boundary: 0 > 0 on the first, 0 = 0
on the second. Their results apply until the moment when the liquid phase reaches
the second component of the boundary. By applying a similar procedure, Diaz,
Fasano, Meirmanov [2] reduced the multidimensional one-phase Stefan problem to
a spherically-symmetric one. After that, using Meirmanov's results [10], they ob-
tained an estimate for the lifetime of the mushy region. They required the boundary
temperature to be independent of spatial variables and increasing in time, but did
not need smoothness of the boundary.

In the previous paper [3] we considered the Stefan problem in a domain with a C1-
smooth boundary. Using Green's function for the Dirichlet problem of the Laplace
equation as a test function, we obtained several results concerning the behavior of
the mush globally in time, for both the one- and two-phase Stefan problems. Here
we generalize those results for the one-phase problem in a domain with a piecewise-
smooth boundary. Moreover, we prove that the lifetime of the transient phase is
uniformly bounded for every t', y > 0 on the Lebesgue set {G, (/', x) < —y} of some
specific function Gx. In the case of a C -smooth boundary and an appropriately
smooth boundary temperature we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the
disappearance of the mushy region in a finite time. In the third part of this paper
we prove two results, which have been announced in [3] without a proof. They
concern the behavior of a mush near the corner point of a two-dimensional domain.
We conclude that the lifetime of a transient phase depends on the corner angle as
follows: If it is greater than n/2, then the lifetime is finite; otherwise, the mushy
region exists for all times.

2. One-phase Stefan problem. We consider the Stefan problem in a bounded con-
nected domain Q c R V with a piecewise-smooth boundary F,

^ = A0 in<2 = Qx(0,oo), (2.1)

0|r = 0', U\t=0 = U0. (2.2)
Henceforth 01 e L°°(r x (0, oo)), U0 e L°°(Q), 0 = x(U) ■ X is an increasing

Lipschitz-continuous function strongly monotonic everywhere except for the interval
U e (—jL, 0), where / = 0. L is the latent heat. We shall use the inverse function

= X ' > which is given as a maximal monotone graph. The liquid phase corresponds
to the set U > 0, the solid phase to the set U < -L, and the mushy zone to the set
U e (—L, 0). By the mushy zone in physical variables we shall understand the set

M = {(*, t) | x € Q, t>0, U(x, t) 6 {-L, 0)}, M(tQ) = M n = J0}.

We call a Stefan problem "one-phase", if either U > -L or U < 0 everywhere
in Q. Without loss of generality, we consider only the first case. Let us define the
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auxiliary function f*(x, xQ) for every e > 0 as a solution of the problem

\ f!(x, xQ) = Se(x-x0),

f?(x,x 0)lr = °
where

de = 0 for|y|>e, de — l/(aN-eN) for |y| < £,
and aN is the measure of an ^-dimensional unit ball.

The functions 8' converge to the delta-function d weakly in the space of bounded
measures as the parameter e tends to zero. Therefore, taking the limit e -+ 0, we ob-
serve that the function /' (x, x0) = lim^Q /E' (x, x0) is the Green's function for the
Dirichlet problem. We assume that the function /' dependent on the geometry of
the domain Q and the point xQ is known. Obviously, f* {x, x0) < 0, /' (x, x0) < 0
for every x, xQe CI. The local estimates for elliptic problems (see [7]) yield the con-
vergence of the normal derivatives with respect to the first argument -§^fl (x, x0)|r
to the function -§^f\x, x0)|r in the norm of L2(r) for every x0 T, as e —► 0.

We shall use the following notation:

G{{t,x0)= [ U0{x)f\x,x0)dx- [ [ ~f\x, x0)e\x, t)dxdt,
Jn Jo Jr an

P(t,x„)= [ f\x,x0)dx-Umax{t),
Jn

A{x0) = {t\0<t <oc, G^t, x0) < 0(t, x0)},

where

^max W = maX 1 SUP W ' SUP ' T)) f •xer, o<t<t J
Due to the properties of Green's function, we conclude that the functions G, and
[1 are solutions of the following problems:

AG,(t, x) = U0(x) in Q,
[' i (2.3)Gi\r = ~ 0 (x, r)dT

J o
Ap(t,x) = Umax(t) in Q,

jff|r = 0.
Let us formulate now the first of the four main results of this study.

Theorem 2.1. A solution of the one-phase Stefan problem (2.1), (2.2) with UQ{x) >
-L, 8'(x,0>0> U0 an(* bounded possesses the following properties:

(i) For every y > 0, t' > 0 the mushy region disappears in a finite time Tt on
the set

D = {x e M(0), Gx(t', x) < -y}.
(ii) The lifetime tt(xQ) of the mush at the point xQ 6 M(0) may be estimated as

follows:
tjx0) <t(x0)
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where t(x0) = inf{/ | t e A(x0)} (inf0 = +00).
(iii) The inequality supvgA/(0) G^oo, x) > 0 yields |Af(oo)| ± 0.
Proof. Using the function (x, x0) as a test function for the problem (2.1), (2.2)

in the domain Qt = £2 x (0, t) yields the equality

/ U(x, t)f* (x, x0)dx - / / dE(x - x0)O(x, x) dx dx
JQ JO JQ

= Ja U0(x)ft (x, x0) dx - J J ^/£' (x, x0)Q{x, t) dx dx.

Using the definition of the functions de' and the Lebesgue theorem, we conclude
that the second integral in the left-hand side of this identity converges to the value
- /0' 0(xo, t) dx as e -* 0 for a.e. x0 e £2. Thus we have

[ U(x, t)f\x, x0)dx- f O(x0,t) = Gl(t,x0). (2.5)
J Q JO

Referring to the results of [4], we conclude that the mushy region M(t) is a decreasing
function in the set-theoretical sense, i.e., |Af(T,)\Af(T2)| = 0 for every t, > r,.
Hence the equality 9(x0, r) = 0 is valid for a.e. x0 e M(t) if x < t. Therefore, we
obtain

/ U{x, t)fl {x, x0) dx = G{{t, x0) for a .e.x0eM(t). (2.6)
Jn

Let us prove next the first statement of Theorem 2.1. Using statement b) of Lemma
A. 1, we choose e > 0 such that

l/„f\x,x0)dx < sup 11/1
for every x0 e toE = {x € £2 | p{x, T) < e}. Then it follows from (2.6) that

7 > I [ U(x, t)f\x, x0)
\Jq

= I<?,(*, -*0)l > y

for every t > t' and a.e. x0 e M(t) n D n a>e.
The obtained contradiction implies nonexistence of the mushy region in the set

D n coF after time t':
M{t) n D n o>£ = 0 for t > t'.

Finally, let us prove statement (i) for the set Dt = £>\<y£.
Consider first the case
(a) lim^^ Gl(t,xl) = -00 for some jc, G De.

Using Lemma A. 1, we observe that in this case Gx{t, x,) tends to -00 uniformly
in De. Therefore, there exists such t] that the inequality

|G,(/,x)|> sup \U(x, 01 • sup f \f\x, x0)\dx = C
xeQ, i>0 x0enJn

holds for t > tx, xefl£. Consequently, we have

C > \[ U{x, t)f\x, xQ)dx
\Jq = \G.(t,x0)\>C
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for t > tx, a.e. x0 e M(t). The obtained contradiction proves the absence of the
mushy region in the set D after a finite time t in this case.

(b) G, (oo, x,) > C, for some x, 6 D£.
Using this condition, we note that the requirement of Lemma A.2 is fulfilled with
0'x = 0. Let us take the sequence xn of Lemma A.2. Assume \D£ n M(t)\ ± 0 for
every t > 0. Then we may choose a sequence xn € M(xn) n De such that xn —► x0
as n —► oo. Applying the identity (2.6) for the points (xn, xn) and taking the limit
as n —► oo, we find that

0< / Ux(x)fl (x ,x0)dx = Jim G, {xn, xn) < -y < 0.
J Q

This contradiction implies that there exists a finite time t2 after which the mushy
region disappears from the set De in case (b).

Choosing Tt = max{/', t{, t,} completes the proof of statement (i).
The proof of the second statement of Theorem 2.1 directly follows from the esti-

mates

U(x, t) < max < sup U0(x), sup <J>(©'(x, r)) > ,
Ixen o<t<(, xer

Pit,x0)< / U{x,t)f\x,x0)dx = Gl{t,x0) for t < tjx0).
JQ

together with the definition of the set A(x0).
Let us turn now to the proof of statement (iii). The inequality in (iii) implies the

existence of a point x0 e such that (7,(00, x0) > 0. Then the requirements of
Lemma A.2 (with 0^ = 0, -L < U^x) < 0) hold at the point x0. Let us take
the sequence xn of Lemma A.2. Applying the identity (2.5) to the points (x0, xn)
and taking a limit n —» 00 , we obtain

f U(x, t)f\x, x0)dx = [ 0(xo, x)dx + G,(oo, x0) > 0.
JQ JO

Therefore, U ^ 0, i.e., |Af(oo)| # 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
In order to obtain a full criterion for disappearance of a mushy region in a finite

time or its existence for all times, we need some additional requirements on the
smoothness of T and the function 01 :

' 01 (x, t) dx G L°°(0, 00; C2(r)), T e C2. (2.7)L
Let us define

f2{x, x0, a) = (Vx/ (x, x0), a),

G2(t,x0,a)= J U0{x)f2{x,x0,a)dx-J^y^-(x,x0,a)e\x,x)dxdx

d_
da

We will make use of the following function spaces:
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C^(fl)—the space of Holder-continuous functions with exponent /? e [0, 1),
C1 '^(£2)—the space of functions with first derivatives from C^(Q)

(see [7]).

Lemma 2.1. The following statements hold:
(a)

Gx e L°°(0, T; C'^(Q)), G2(-, •, a) € L°°(0, T; C^Q))

for every /? e [0, 1), T > 0 and a e R V .
(b) The conditions (2.7) yield

G, € L°°(0, oo; C1 ~^(i2)), G2(-, •, a) € L°°(0, oo; C^fi))

for every /? e [0, 1) and a € RA .
These conclusions follow from general estimates on the solutions of the Laplace

equation with a bounded right-hand side (see [7]), the function Gl being a solution
of the problem (2.3).

Theorem 2.2. Let the conditions (2.7) hold and |Af(0)| / 0. Then the mushy region
in the one-phase Stefan problem disappears in a finite time if and only if one of the
following two conditions holds:

(i) maxve¥^ G, (oo, x) < 0 ,
(ii) maxvg-^Qy(7,(oo,x) = 0, but G,(oo,x) = 0 implies x 6 T and G7(oo,x,a)

> 0 for some outside direction a.
Remark 1. Let us comment on condition (ii), namely
G,(oo,x0) = 0 and G2(oo,xQ,a) > 0 for some x0 € T and some outside

direction a.
As will be shown below, condition (ii) yields

f CO fOO QJ 0(xo, t) dx = 0, -J — 8(x0, t) dx > 0.

The last inequality implies that the overall heat flux into the thin boundary region
near xQ is positive and sufficient in order to melt all the material there in a finite
time.

Proof. In what follows, it will be essential that the function 6(x, t) = /0' 0(x, r) dx
is a solution of the problem

A6(x, t) = U(x, t) - UJx) in Q, (2.8a)

ek-fJo
0 (x, x) dx, (2.8b)

and the right-hand side of (2.8a) is uniformly bounded in t. Consequently, 6{x, t) e
L°°(0, oo; Cup(U)) for every p e [0, 1).

We prove next the sufficiency of each of the conditions (i), (ii) for disappearance
of the mushy region in a finite time. Suppose that (i) is valid. Using Lemma 2.1, we
obtain that (7, e L°°(0, oo; Cl /?(fl)) for every /? e [0, 1). Consequently, we may
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choose an instant t' > 0 such that ma, x) < -y for some y > 0. In
this case the proof is merely a reformulation of assertion (i) of Theorem 2.1.

Let condition (ii) hold, but \M{t)\ 0 for every t > 0. Using Lemma A.2, we
can choose the sequence xn —» oo such that 0(x, xn) —» 0, U(x, xn) —► U^x)
(-L < U^ < 0) strongly in Lp(Q) as n —► oo for every p € [1, oo). At the
same time, (7,(00, x) < 0 for all x e Q n M(0). With the help of Lemma 2.1
and statement (i) of Theorem 2.1, we obtain that [/^(x) = 0 for every x e fl.
Therefore, we have the following convergences:

U(x,xn)-+0 as n-* oo strongly in Lp (Q.), pe[l,oo),

6{x, xn) —y -(7,(00, x) as n —► oo in C (Q), (2.9)

—^8(x, x ) —> — GJoo, x, a) as n —> oo in c\Q),da z
where p 6 [0, 1).

Since it has been assumed that \M{t)\ ± 0 for each t > 0, we can choose xn
for every n such that 9(xn, t) = -§^0(xn, t) = 0 for every t < xn . Choosing x0
as a limit point of the sequence xn and using the convergence obtained above, we
conclude that

(/j (oo, x0) = G2(oo , xQ, a) = 0.

However, these equalities contradict condition (ii).
Let us prove next the necessity of one of the conditions (i) or (ii) for disappearance

of the mushy region in a finite time. Assume that there exists some instant tt such
that M(t) = 0 for t > tt, i.e., U(x, t) > 0 for every x e Q, t>tt.

If maxv£^y G, (oo, x) > 0, then it follows from Theorem 2.1 that \M(t)\ ± 0 for
every t > 0. Therefore, max^^yG{(oo, x) < 0. Whenever max^^yG^oo, x)
< 0, condition (i) holds and hence the proof of Theorem 2.2 is completed. It remains
to consider the case when max^-g^ <7, (oo, x) = 0. This equality allows us to use

Lemma A.2 (0^ = 0) and, with the help of Lemma 2.1, we may choose such a
sequence xn —> oo that ensures the convergences (2.9).

We note that solutions for which 0 = 0 should be excluded from consideration.
Indeed, in this case U(x, t) = U0{x) and hence M(t) = 0 for every t > 0, which
contradicts the condition |Af(0)| / 0. Let us apply the strong maximum principle
in the liquid phase Q\M, which is connected since M is decreasing in time and
disappears at tt. Since 0(x, t) £ 0, it follows that for some instant t0 > 0 the
inequality 0(x, t) / 0 holds in the liquid phase in every section t = const > t0.
Choosing tx = max{/0, tt}, we obtain 0(x, t) > 0 for every x e Q , t > t, .
Therefore Gt(oo, x) = -6(x, oo) = -/o°° < 0 for every x e Q. Hence
the function Gx (oo, x) may vanish only on the boundary T. Let x0 6 T be such
a point, so that (7,(00, x0) = 0. Then (7,(00, x0) = -/o°°0(xo, x)dx = 0. We
consider the function v(x) = /(°° 0(x, x)dx, which is a solution of the problem

Av = - U(x, tx),

.1 r--f Ji,
0(x, t) dx.
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Since U(x, t{) > 0 for every a: € £1 and v|r > 0, we have v(x) > 0 for every
x e Q; but v(x0) = 0, and, with the help of the strong maximum principle we
conclude that dv/da(x0) < 0 for every direction a pointing outwards from T.
Therefore we have

(72(oo > Xq , a) ' *0) /i
d r ( \ - d

35 |(o°'Xo)~ da
'> . dv_

da
JL f1'da J0 0(xo, r)dz - ^(x0) > 0,

which completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Remark 2. The results of [3] on the two-phase Stefan problem in a domain with

a C1-smooth boundary (Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and Remark 1) hold also for problems in
a domain with a piecewise-smooth boundary. The only change is that the decreased
smoothness of the boundary requires the replacement of the condition (3.3) by (A.3)
of Lemma A.2. This is necessary for convergence of the solution to the stationary
one as t —> 00 (see Lemma A.2).

3. Behavior of a mushy region near the corner point. Theorem 2.2 provides a suf-
ficient and necessary condition for disappearance of the mush in a finite time on
a domain with a smooth boundary. On the other hand, there is a gap in Theorem
2.1, applicable to a domain with a corner point, between the condition for disap-
pearance of a mushy region (i) and the condition of its persistence for all times (iii).
Indeed, the criteria (i), (iii) do not apply to the case supv£A/(0) (7,(00, x) = 0. If
the function (7,(00, x) achieves a zero supremum inside Q or at a point where
the boundary is smooth, it is possible to apply the technique of Theorem 2.2 and
study the properties of the solution. In this case one only needs the local estimates
in on the functions (?, and ©, as the solutions of problems (2.3) and (2.8),
respectively. Therefore, in principle the question is still open: what will happen if
the function (7, (00, x) achieves a zero supremum at some corner point x0 ? Since
0 = G, (t, x0)|r = - /0' 0 (x0, t) dx, hence 01 (x0, i) = 0. For the sake of simplicity
we assume that 01 |r = 0 in a neighborhood of the corner point, and the domain Q.
is a sector of a two-dimensional circle.

Let N = 2, x = (x,, x2). Let us consider the one-phase Stefan problem in

the sector Qfj> = {(r, <f>Q) \ 0 < r < 1, 0 < 0 < 0O} with r = sjx] +x\, <j> =
arctan(x,/x2). Let us set the boundary conditions

0L , = 01 = const > 0,
(3.1)

and the initial data
U\l=0 = U0. (3.2)

We formulate the following requirements on the initial data:

(i) <J>(0') > U0 > -L, and there exists r° e (0,1) such that U0 = I for
r < r°, U0 > 0 for r > r°, / e (-L, 0);
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(ii) the function U0 is nondecreasing with respect to the variables x{, x2 in the
domain a^2; U0= UQfor 0, € [0, 0O].

Theorem 3.1. Let the function U0 satisfy the conditions (i), (ii), U be a solution
of the Stefan problem with the initial-boundary data (3.1), (3.2) and o < 4>0 ̂ n/2 ■
Then there exists a decreasing positive function rQ such that U = I for 0 < r <
r0(t), t > 0, i.e., M{t) D (l{r< r0(t)}, t > 0.

Proof. Symmetry of the initial data about the line 4> = <j>0/2 (see (ii)) allows us
to consider the problem in the domain Qrp /2 with the additional boundary data

^1 =0.
d(p ^-l^o/2

With the help of the standard methods for the Stefan problem one can prove that
the function U satisfies the conditions (ii) for all times.

It follows from the results of [4] that the mushy region M(t) is decreasing in time;
inside this region U = I, whereas on the outside U > 0. Assume that the statement
of Theorem 3.1 does not hold for some t = t0. Then there exists a sequence of
points (x!, xi) —> 0 such that Uv „ . > 0. We use the conditions (ii) for1 ^ I — Iq , A| —A | , JL2— 2

U\l=l and conclude that U\t=t > 0 for x{ > x\, x2 > x'2 in /2, i.e., U\t=l > 0
in the entire domain 12. Therefore tQ ̂  0.

Choose the minimum value tQ with the above property. There exists a decreasing
function rQ(t) on the interval [0, tQ) described in Theorem 3.1. Let us define the
function / = (1 /r' - ry) and the domain £2^ /2 — ^ n {r > rQ(t0 -e)} , where y =
7t/(p0, e > 0 . Testing Eq. (2.1) with the function / over the domain Q.'^ /2 x (0, tQ-e)
we obtain

[ f-U dx\'=X* = - f'° e [ ^e'dx dr. (3.3)
Jiy. n Jo Jr= i on

*o'2

Continuity of the function U in the norm L*(Q) over the section t = const
yields

/ | U(x, t0 - e) - U{x, /0)| dx —> 0 as e —> 0
■in, „*ol2

(in particular, this result easily follows from those of [4]). From here, we deduce
that the integral in the left-hand side of (3.3) converges to the value

I = lim Is = [ f-U dx|'~1° as e —► 0.

The functions / and U are bounded for r > rJO). Using the inequality y —
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tSn 14>{] > 2, we can estimate the integral / as follows:

T<S| -

"Xr"<to/2 " V '"^o/2

\Id

>

[ f-udx ffi+f f-udx o
^{(5<r<r°}na0o/2 J{r°<r< l}n£l0o/2

f f-Udx\'t=J°-C=[ f • (U(x, t0) - l)dx
J\6<r<r°\nCl+ „ J{<5<r<r°}nn. „'{<!<Kr"}nfi

f^o/2

c

> |/| [ (r1 7 - r1+)' dr) ■ [ sin(y(f>) d(J) - C > Clg7{d) - C,
Js J o

where

gy(S) =
J2 ' for y > 2;
| In <5| for y = 2.

Hence lining 11 | = |/| = oo for y > 2. This conclusion contradicts the previous
assumption, since the right-hand side of (3.3) is bounded. Therefore, r0(t) > 0 for
every / > 0, which completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

Remark 3. Using the solution constructed above as an upper majorant, one may
prove correctness of the results of Theorem 3.1 for a solution of the Stefan problem
with initial-boundary data (3.1), (3.2), where 01 is a bounded measurable positive
function and U0 satisfies condition (i) only.

In addition to Theorem 3.1 we formulate the following result:

Theorem 3.2. Let U0 satisfy (i) and </>0 e {n/2, 2n\. Then the lifetime tt of a
mushy region in the Stefan problem (2.1), (3.1), (3.2) is estimated as

max{L, <J>(0')} . ., ....
t <   j where y = n <f>n. (3.4)

2(2 — y)© 0
Proof. Let us change the variables from (x,, x2) to (v, w) defined as

v = ry sin y<j>, w = P cos y(j>.

The angle 0 < (f> < 4>0 transforms into the semiplane v > 0, the sector of a circle
2 2{r = 1, 0 < (j) < 0O} into the semicircle {v + w = 1, v > 0}. The equation of

heat diffusion can be rewritten as

u, - y\v2 + w2f-l)ly(evv + eww) = 0, (3.5)
the initial-boundary data transform into

^1/=o = U^v,w),
l (3.6)eU,,w=>=e> ©U = o-

For the problem (3.5), (3.6) we construct the one-dimensional lower majorant
U_(v, t) as a solution of the following problem:

Ut-y2v2{Y-l)/yevv = 0, (3.7)

U_{0, v) = Uq{v) for 0 < v < 1,

0(0,0 = 0, 0(1,0 = 0' for ? > 0,
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where
_ j -L for 0 < v < (r°)r;

^-o(V) ~ \ „ f , (Xy ,[ 0 for (r ) < v < 1.

This is a one-phase Stefan problem with a nonconstant heat conductivity y2v2<~7~1^7.
Using the standard methods (see for example [11]), we may prove the existence

of a classical solution to this problem on some interval (0, t0), i.e., there exists a
smooth decreasing function v = R(t) such that U = -L for v < R(t), U_ > 0 for
v > R(t), R(0) = ryQ ; R(t0) = 0, or t0 = oo . Besides, it may easily be shown that
Qvv is a nonnegative distribution, and consequently

(U-U)t- y\v2 + w2){y~mA{ViV)](e - 0)
= y\(V2 + W2){y-l)ly-V2{y-l)M)G> 0.

Here
d2 d2

A(v'w) dv2 + dw2"
Since the initial-boundary data for t/ have been chosen such that

U - U_> 0 for/ = 0, v^ + w"< 1, v>0,

0-0>O for?>0, v2 + w2=l, v>0,

we obtain
U > U_ for?>0, v2+w2<l, v>0.

Let us define the lifetime of the mush for the problem (3.7), (3.8) as

t0 = inf{/ | U_(t, v) > 0 for a.e. v e (0, 1)}.

Then U\,_, > UI> 0 and the mushy region for the solution of problem (2.1)l-lQ l-l0

(3.1) does not exist for time t > tQ. Hence we have an estimate for the lifetime of
the mushy region for the problem (2.1) (3.1), namely

K < t0-

In order to estimate t0 we multiply Eq. (3.7) by (1 -v)v<2~2/}/}' and integrate it over
the domain (0, 1) x (0, t), t < t0 :

L
0

1
(1 -v)v(2 27)17(U{v, 0- U{V, 0))dv = y2elt.

Estimating the left-hand side of the equality, we obtain

max(L, <I>(01)) r    . > t for every t < tn,
2(2-y)©1 ~ 0

which implies that this inequality holds also for t = tQ. Since tt , this completes
the proof of Theorem 3.2.

Acknowledgment. We are grateful to J. R. Ockendon, I. Rubinstein, and J. C. W.
Rogers for valuable remarks that helped us to make the paper clearer.
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Appendix. Henceforth we assume 01 e L°°(r x (0, oo)), U0 € L°°(Q), and T to
be a piecewise-smooth boundary.

Lemma A.l. (a) The function I(x, t) = /0'/r f\y, x)|0'(y, x)\dydx satisfies the
inequality

A 11(x2, t) < /(x, , t) < AI(x2, t) (A.l)

for every t > 0, x, , x2 e Q, where the positive constant A depends only on the
distance from the points x,, x2 to the boundary T.

(b) The function u(x) - fnfl(y, x)dy belongs to C^(fi) for every /? e [0, 1)
and u(x) = 0 for xeT.

Proof. Let us take arbitrary points x, , x2 e . Choose e > 0 such that e-
neighborhoods B£(x{), Be(x2) of points x,, X-, are included in the domain Q.. The
functions /'(x, x,), /'(x, x,) satisfy the Laplace equation in the domain Q, =
Q\(fit.(x,) U Bs(x2)) so that

AmmS{x)<f\x,x^)<AmAxg{x), i'=l,2 (A.2)

for every xefl, where

^max = maX {f\x,X;), f\x,x2)},
maX x€d(Bc(x,)UBc(x2))1 1 2

Am,n = min {/'(x, x,), /'(x, x,)}.
m,n xeo(Be(Xl)uBc{x2))XJ v 1>,J y 2'!

The function g is a solution of the problem

Ag = 0 in Q, ,

£lr = 0> ^la(Be(jc,)uB£(x2)) = 1-

With the help of (A.2), we obtain the inequality

/(*, , t)<AminJ^ T)l dy dz

J0 hlfn^' (y' T)\dydz = AI(x2> 0-
A

min

The exchange of variables x, and x2 in this inequality completes the proof of the
statement (a).

The statement (b) follows immediately from the properties of the function u(x)
(see [7]), which is a solution of the problem

Aw = 1 in £2, w|r = 0.

Lemma A.2. Let 6 e L (T x (0, oo)), U0 e Z, (f2)

roo

Jo
|e'(x, t) - e^(x)|y^-{x, x0)dxdt < C (A.3)
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for some x0 e SI. Then there exists a sequence rn —> oo such that the following
convergences hold for the solution of the problem (2.1), (2.2):

0(JC>TJ->eooW strongly in Lp (SI),
U(x, Tn) —► U^x) weakly* in L°°(Q)

as n —> oo for every p e [1, oo). Here the function 0^ is a solution of the problem

A0 =0 in £2,
, (A.4)

and the function satisfies the equation of state ©^(x) = xi^^x)).
For the one-phase Stefan problem (U0 > -L,©1 >0), U(x, Tn) —> U^x)

strongly in Lp (W) for any p e [1, oo).
Proof. Let us recall a procedure, used first by Kamenomostskaya [6], Taking the

difference of integral equalities for the problems (2.1), (2.2), and (A.4), we obtain

//'Jo Jn
[4>l(U(x,T)-U00(x))+A<l>(e(x,T)-eoo(x))]dxdT

= r) - e^x))dxdT - J^(j)(x, 0)(U0(x)- Ux(x))dx,

where 4> € W2'\Qt) and 0 = 0 for r = t or xeT.
We consider the following auxiliary problem:

4>'t + (n(x, t) + e)A(f)e = (n(x, t) + e)Sy(x, i) in Qt,
0£U = o, 4>£\y ~ 0,

where
H(x, t) = (0(x, t) - eoo(x))/(U(x, t) - U^x))

is a bounded nonnegative function and

c>7 _ / siSn(0(*> T) -0oo(x)) for x € Q]' = {y | p(y, T) > y},
[X' T) ~ I 0 for x G Q\£2y,

for positive y < \p(x0, T). The following statements hold:

^jmA4>E eL2(Q,), (f)e e L2(Qt),
V0£ 6 L°°(0, t; L2(Sl)) uniformly over e > 0, (A.5a)

u~(x) < <J)e(x, t) < u+(x). (A.5b)

Here the majorants u and u+ are solutions of the problems

±1 in Q7,-A -{
0 in Sl\Sly,

M±|r = 0.
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Moreover, by analogy with Lemma A. 1, we can estimate as

d(f>'" <C(Y)dfl
dn

I'IJO JQ

dn

Using ft as a test function we obtain
t

(U{x, r) - J7oo(x))(/i(x, t) + e)S'{x, x)dxdx
n

- [ [ eA(f>c(U{x, x) - U^x^dxdx
Jo Jn

< Jo Jry^-(x,x0)\e\x,T)-e]oo(x)\dxdT

+ / max{|w+(x)|, |M~(x)|}|i70(x) - 1/ (x)| dx
Ja

<C,(y).
It follows from statements (A.5) that the second integral in the left-hand side of the
inequality converges to zero as e —> 0; so we have

[ [ |0(x,t)-0 (x)\dxdx <C{{y),
Jo Jo.7

where Cx(y) may be chosen independent of t. With the help of this inequality,
which is satisfied for any y > 0, we may find the sequence xn —> oo such that
0(x, xn) —» Q^ix) strongly in LP(S2) for any p e [1, oo). At the same time, the
existence of the function U^x), such that U(x, xn) —> U^x) weakly* in L°°(Q)
and ©oqC*) = X(^oo(x)), follows from the monotonicity of the function / .

In the one-phase case (U(x, t) > —L) we divide the function U into a posi-
tive and negative part: U+ = max{[/, 0}, U~ = min{(7, 0} . The function U+ =
(O(0))+ is a continuous function of the temperature 0(x, t). Thus U+(x, xn) -+
U^(x) as « —► oo strongly in L''(Q). It follows from the results of [4] that
U~(x, x) = U0{x) in M and U~{x, t) = 0 in the liquid phase. Since the set
M(t) does not increase in time, the function U~(x, t) increases in time. Therefore,
U~(x, zn) —•• U^(x) strongly in Lp(£l). This completes the proof of Lemma A.2.
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